
Bad Science

Rule 20

Friday,  August  14,  2015  Medscape  published  an
article by Dr. Art Caplan from the Division of Medical
Ethics at the NYU Langone Medical Center in New York
City  about  some  distrubing  developments  in  genetic
engineering.

Recently, Chinese scientists published a paper in an
obscure journal announcing a remarkable experiment that
was  unethical.  The  experiment  involved  using
CRISPR/Cas9,  a  new  genome-editing  technique  that
allows  scientists  to  snip  genes  and  insert  new genetic
information. This technique is not new but the Chinese

scientists took it a step further by altering human embryos and trying to insert genetic information into
them, and fortunately they did not suceed. Their lack of sucess is not a complete failure in science
because many initial experiments just tell you what you are doing wrong and need to improve on, the
failure is just a learning opportunity.

What these scientists did was to cross the line from somatic to germline engineering. If you are
trying to treat blindness or cystic fibrosis in an individual, you make changes in their cells, but the
changes are not passed along to future generations because the egg and sperm are not modified. This is
called somatic engineering. Germline engineering changes the DNA of a fetus and that change could be
designed to repair  hereditary diseases,  enhance or  improve our  traits  by selecting  features  for  our
children  that  we  think  are  appealing,  select  the  sex  of  the  fetus,  and  in  the  future  unknown
characeristics.  Germline  engineering  actually  changes  the  egg  and/or  sperm  that  are  eventually
produced, so the characteristics are passed down from generation to generation.

Whether this practice is wrong, per se, or not, their precident is that they have said it is ok to do
experiments like this without a lot more approval, international discussion, and supervision on how we
should use this technology and when it should not be allowed.

"The  Chinese  investigators  did  this  experiment,  published  it,  and  there  it  was.  That  fact  may
frighten the public because of the perception that there are renegades out there who are going to do
whatever they want and there is no way to control them." The Island of Dr. Moreau syndrome. "This
perception may ultimately lead to taking away a tool that could be useful in the battle against disease."

The fears of the public are valid, for in science, like everyting else, there are those with no ethics.
Control of this type of renegade behavior can be severly curtailed through criminal penalties against the
experimenters and their supporting institutions, and journal editors could refuse to publish anything
outside  the  eventually  defined norms.  Individual  countries  could  also be  encouraged to  pass  laws
criminalizing the publishing of experiments that do not meet their countries standards of limits, or
importation of any articles that do not meet their countries standards. The idea being the monetary cost
to the journal will encourage them to not publish the article. The media could be expected to widely
publish  the  fact  that  any experiment  that  did  not  meet  the  standards  "failed  to  get  proper  ethical
approval first." But ethics and media money matters combined with public apathy are often conflicting
interests and money most often wins.

Dr.  Caplan's  conclusion  that  "The  study  should  not  have  been  published  at  all.  Bad  science
combined with bad ethics is just bad." sums it up well.
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